IDEAL Collaboration meeting #IDEAL2019
Trinity College Oxford
13th September 2019

OUTLINE PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME

8.30 – 9.00 am  
**Registration and Coffee**

9.00 – 9.30 am  
**Welcome & Introductions: Update on IDEAL**  
(Peter McCulloch, Art Sedrakyan)

9.30 – 11.15 am  
**PARALLEL SESSIONS:**

a) IDEAL training workshop: how to use IDEAL in developing your innovation

b) Discussion groups on drafting IDEAL papers:

   i. If and when is it OK not to do an RCT of a new device or procedure?  
      (Arsenio Paez leading with Peter McCulloch)

   ii. IDEAL Stages and Real World Evidence (Art Sedrakyan leading with Bruce Campbell)

11.15 - 11.30 am  
**Coffee break**

11.30 – 1.00 pm  
**IDEAL Sandpit session:**  
*Presentation of submitted outlines of planned or ongoing IDEAL format studies to an expert panel, for advice with audience participation. 5 minute “pitch”, 5 minute expert response, 5 minutes general discussion per study.*

1.00 – 1.45 pm  
**Lunch Break**

1.45 – 3.00 pm  
**PLENARY SESSION**

   The ethics of innovation: *Katrina Hutchison, Macquarie University, Australia*

   The Mesh story: speaker tbc

   IDEAL Stage 0: *Hani Marcus, National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, UK*

3.00 – 3.15 pm  
**Tea Break**

3.15 – 4.30 pm  
**PLENARY SESSION ON NEW IDEAL PAPERS**

   Presentation of key points and discussion. (Art Sedrakyan and Arsenio Paez)

4.30 – 5.00 pm  
**IDEAL 2020 Amsterdam and Close**

   (Maroeska Rovers and Peter McCulloch)